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Calculation of the Electron AfBnity of Boron*
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Ab initio calculations have been made for the ground states of neutral B and B using con6guration-
interaction wave functions which included the Hartree-Pock con6guration, single excitations, and double
excitations of the types (1s,2p}, (2s,2s), (2s,2P}, and (2P,2p). These calculations indicate that B is stable
and that the electron amenity of B is 0.0028 Hartrees (0.08 eV). Contributions from the omitted types
of correlations were investigated by making separate-pair calculations for the (1s,1s) and (1.s,2s) pairs.
These contributions do not aGect the qualitative conclusions. Consideration of the probable errors in the
calculations leads to the de6nite conclusion that B is stable and to an estimate of 0.25 eV for the electron
afBnity of boron.

INTRODUCTION

HE problem of determining the existence or non-
existence of atomic negative ions is of interest

both as an end in itself and in its relation to other prob-
lems of atomic physics. Of use are not only the atomic
electron aSnities themselves, but also descriptions of
the negative ions, which may be applied in discussions of
processes such as electron photodetachment or the
scattering of electrons by atoms. Two recent review
articles' ~ summarize the work which has been done in
this field to date and discuss more fully some of the
problems related to negative ions.

Among 6rst-row atoms, the electron amenities of Li,
C, 0, and F are known from experiment, ' while the elec-
tron aS,nities of Be, 8, and N have not been determined
experimentally. This situation has aroused considerable
interest in predicting the stabilities of negative ions, and
a number of procedures have been advanced for esti-
mating the electron aS.nities of first-row atoms. 4 '
The procedure which appears to us to have the most
rehable theoretical grounding is that of Clementi and
McLean, ' who obtain approximate atomic and negative-
ion energies by extrapolation from accurate Hartree-
Fock calculations.

Unextrapolated Hartree-Fock energies do not pro-
vide a sound basis for estimating electron affinities. For
example, Hartree-Fock results predict C and F to be
stable but indicate instability for Li and 0 .There are
two principal reasons why Hartree-Fock energies of
atoms and negative ions are not directly comparable.
The 6rst is that the orbital-occupancy and symmetry
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requirements of the restricted Hartree-Fock method are
not equally restrictive for an atom and its ion. The cal-
culated stability of C, for example, is largely due to
the fact that its 45 state is particularly well approxi-
mated by a restricted Hartree-Fock wave function. A
second, and more systematic, discrepancy between atom
and negative-ion Hartree-Fock energies is due to the
inabihty of the Hartree-Fock method to describe elec-
tron correlation. An atom and its ion will have diGerent
correlation energies, not only because the ion contains
an additional electron, but also because the distribution
of all the valence-shell electrons will be quite diGerent in
the two systems. The correlation energy of a negative
ion is invariably larger than that of the corresponding
neutral atom, and the difference between these two cor-
relation energies is often comparable to the electron

amenity. Clementi and McLean's extrapolation involves
estimates of the correlation energies, which vary rather
smoothly with the nuclear charge and the number
of electrons.

Because the correlation energies are large compared
to the electron afhnities under study, it would be de-
sirable to have more accurate atomic and negative-
ion calculations. EGorts in this direction have been
relatively limited, particularly with respect to the ions.
The most commonly used method of more accurate
calculations is that of configuration interaction (CI),
and the largest negative ion for which an accurate CI
study has been reported is Li, which %eiss' found to
be bound in 1961. Very recently gneiss" has reported
very interesting but less complete ab idio CI results for
the electron amenities of Na and K. In these calculations,
gneiss compares the neutral-atom Hartree-Fock ener-
gies with the energies of negative-ion CI wave functions
which include the Hartree-Fock function plus con-
figuratrons in which the outer pair of s electrons (3s'
for Na and 4ss for K ) are excited to different virtual

. orbitals. The present authors have made CI calcula-
tions~ on the ground states of N and N, and 0 and
0 . These calculations are shghtly less extensive than
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those reported in this work and indicate that N re-
mains unstable as in the Hartree-Fock approximation,
but that 0 is stable,

Although Branscomb and Smith'3 have reported the
occurrence of 8 in a discharge in BF3, the electron

affinity of 8 is not known experimentally. Several esti-
mation procedures' ' predict 8 to be stable, but one'
does not. The purpose of the present research is to de-
termine by ab initio CI calculations the stability of the
'I' ground state of 8 relative to the 'I' state of neutral
B. This paper contains the results of the calculations
and the conclusions which may be drawn from them by
consideration of the known pattern of accuracy of
studies of this kind.

METHOD

While it is within the realm of possibility to make
essentially complete calculations of the correlation
energy in 8, as the present authors have recently
done" for neutral 8, the computational labor would be
excessive and, in the light of experience, unnecessary.
The alternative chosen here was to calculate explicitly
that part of the correlation energy which might be ex-
pected to be substantially different in 8 and 8, after
which marginally significant contributions could be
added in an approximate manner.

The speci6c approach taken was to start from CI
calculations for 8 and 8 which contained all con6gura-
tions necessary to give a good description of all the
L-shell correlations and of the 1s-2p intershell correla-
tion, the latter being expected to be signi6cant because
B has one more 2p electron than B. The remaining

types of colI'c1RtloQ wcI'c lnltlaBy omitted on the plc-
mise that they would be nearly the same in both sys-
tems and would enter nearly additively. More complete
estimates of the correlation energies of 8 and 8 werc
then obtained by explicit evaluation and addition of the
on1itted types of correlation.

The approximation of additive pair correlations is
based on ideas introduced by Brueckner'~ and Bethe
and Goldstone, "and applied more speci6cally to elec-
tronic systems by Sinanoglu" and by Nesbet. ""The
pair correlations used in this study mere obtained by
the CI procedure described by Nesbet. In terms of this
formulation, the present authors's earlier study of
neutral boron indicated that diGcrent pair correlations
were additive to within about 2% of the total correla-
tion energy, thereby validating the approach to be
used here.
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The actual computations were carried out by the pro-
cedure described in detail in previous work. '4

I-SHELL CI CALCULATIOHS FOR 8 AND 8
The starting points for these calculations were the

Hartree-Pock functions of Bagus and Gilbert'0 for 8
and of Clementi and McI.ean' for 8—,The Hartree-Fock
basis set of each system was augmented by the addition
of six virtual atomic orbitals denoted, according to
their symmetry, sq, stt, pt, prq, dr, and dt's. These virtual
orbitals consisted of 3f- and E-shell Slater-type basis
orbitals which had been orthogonalized to each other
and to the Hartree-Fock orbitais. For example, the prr
virtual orbital was constructed by orthogonalizing a
4p orbital to both the 2p Hartree-Fock orbital and the
previously constructed p& orbital.

The Hartree-Fock orbitals (denoted 1s, 2s, and 2p)
and the virtual orbitals were used to construct nearly
all possible con6gurations describable a,s single or double
excitations from the Hartree-Fock I.-shell orbitals.
For neutral 8 the con6gurations formed in this way are
those numbered 2 through 27 in Table I, while those
formed for the 8 ion appear as configurations 2 through
33 in Table II. For each system, configuration j. is the
Hartree-Pock wave function. The con6gurations for 8
and 8 correspond except that six configurations of 8
of the type 2p'-+ ay (numbers 20 through 25 in Table
II) do not exist for neutral B, which has only a single
2p electron.

The 27- and 33- con6guratlon wave functions defined
in the preceding paragraph were 6rst used to determine
optimum orbital exponents for the virtual orbitals. As
an initial approximation, the added basis orbitals were
all given the same orbital exponent. This technique has
bccn used successfully by Ncsbct 8 with somewhat
larger basis sets in Bethe-Goldstone calculations. By
minimization of the CI energies, optimum orbital ex-
ponents were determined to be 1.38 for 8 and 0.99 for
8 . The smaller value for 8 reQccts the fact that the
electron distribution in the negative ion is more disuse
than in the corresponding neutral atom.

Next, the virtual orbital exponents werc optimized
individually in two cycles. Table III shows the orbital
cxponcnts RQd coxI'cspondlng cnclglcs of 8 Rnd 8 fol
the optimum single exponents and after each cycle of
individual optimization. The most important result in
Table III is that the energy improvement obtained by
optimizing the exponents individually is much greater
for B (0.004447 hartrees) than for neutral B (0.000092
hartrees). This fact indicates how much more dificult it
is to describe the electron distribution in 8 than in
Qeutl al B.The Q1uchsInallel' llIlplovcIQcQt lQ thc second
cycle of individual optimizations leads the authors to
believe that further optimization of the exponents would

20 This function appears in a supplement to a paper by A. D.
McLean and M. Yoshimine DBM J. Res. Develop. (to be
published}g.
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Thsx, E I. Configuration-interaction vrave function for the ~I' ground state of the boron atom.

Cfg. No.

2
3

5
6
7
8

10
11
12
13

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Con6gur ation

1s 2$ 2p
1s22$$z2P
1$~2$szz2P
1$~2sd z2P
1$~2$dzz2P
is~sp2p
is~szP2P
1$~(szszz) 182P
1$2pg
1$2(p 9)l/2P
1$~(P»2)1S2p
»'(Pzpzz)'~2P
is'pz2p'
is~pzz2P~
$9(8 R)152p

1$~(dzp) &52P
1s'(dzdzz)'52P
1$~2sgpz
isis'pzz
1$~2$$zPz
1$~2sszpz1
is22$$zzPz
1$~2sszzpzz
ts )SPz&4
1$~2spz8zz
1$~2$Pzzlz
1$~2$Pzzdzz
1$2s~sz2P
1$2$~$zzz2p
1$2s Zz2P
1$2$2dzzz2p
is2$ szpz
is2s szpzzz
1s2s szzzpz
1$2$ szzzpzzz
1$2$~Pzdz
1$2s pzdzzz
1$2$ pzzzdz
1$2$~pzzzd zzz

Energy contribution
E(n) —E(e—1)

(hartrees)

~ ~

—0.00020852—0.00007156—0.02004634—0.00064986—0.00307631—0.00022215—0.00002717-0.02899551—0.0000522'-0.00032247—0.00006202—0.00000498—0.00459976—0.00184624-0.00007810—0.00000745—0.00001129—0.00001193-0.00212607—0.00301605—0.00017846—0:00004266—0.00000079—0.00011521—0.00144759—0.00007180—0.00001653—0.00000171—0.00008221—0.00004974—0.00018586-0.00011619—0.00003386—0.00009067—0.00028748—0.00025602-0.00012268—0.00031302

CoefEclent ln 39-cfg.
eignevector

0.96459476
0.02880M
0.00773885
O.i.2985626
0.01725152-0.03373559—0.00519801
0.00338765—0.19990818
0.00418044
0.01922158—0.00762166
0.00773348
0.06486434
0.02994/34
0.00506702
0.00144928—0.00409358—0.00590861
0.03606961
0.04860416
0.00679412
0.00415265
0.00050760
0.00620416
0.02838748
0.00588616
0.001S1816
0.00030223
0.00326115
0.00181806
0.00429566
0.00282352
0.00125749
0.00194278
0.00521053
0.00371788
0.00283002
0.00377397

Energy B(N) of
g-cfg. function

(hartrees)

—24.52905860—24.52926713—24.52933869—24.54938503—24.55003489—24.55311120—24.55333335—24.55336052—24.58235602—24,58240828—24.58273075—24.58279278—24.58279/75—24.58739752—24.58924375—24.58932185—24.58932929—24.58934059—24.58935251—24.59147858—24.59449463—24.59467309—24.59471576—24.59471654—24.59483175—24.59627934—24.59635114—24.59636767—24.59636938—24.59645160—24.59650133—24.59668720—24.59680338—24.59683725—24.59692792—24.59721540—24.5974/142—24.59759410—24.59790712

result in an energy improvement of no more than 0.0001
hartree for either system. The exponents hsted in the
rows la,beled "second cycle" in Table III were therefore
adopted for use in subsequent calculations.

A more vivid picture of the sigoiGcance of the ex-

ponent optimization is provided by examining radial
plots of the Hartree-Pock and optimized virtual or-
bitals. Figures 1 and 2 show values of rE(r) for these
orbitals, where Z(r) is an orbital radial dependence. The
plots show that the major difference in the Hartree-
Fock functions ot 8 and 8 is in the 2p orbital, and that,
except for dI, the virtual orbitals parallel the difference

the 2p orbitais. This does not happen for dq because
its most important function is to treat 2s excitations.

An interpretation of the results obtained to this point
requires a closer examination of the conigurations used

in the calculations. Each coniguration in Tables I
and II refers to a simultaneous eigenfunction of orbital
and spin angular momentum (an "l.Seigenfunction"). -

For some conhgurations, only a single I.-S eigenfunction

exists, and that 1s of coUI'sewhat ls referred to. Fol other
con6gurations, however, there exist several L-5 eigen-

functions. In some cases the eigenfunction described by
a particular vector coupling scheme is known (from pre-
vious calculations on neutral 3) to be far more impor-
tant than the other possible eigenfunctions. In these
cases, the important eigenfunction was arbitrarily used.
for both 3 and 8-, and the vector coupling is indicated.
in. the speci6cation of the con6guration in Tables I
and II. An example of this situation is given in con-
5guration 8 of Table I, where the sI and sII electrons are
coupled to form a '8 two-electron eigenfuI1ction. The
other possible 'I' boron wave function which can be
formed from the orbital occupancy is'srsrr2p can be
thought of as involving the coupling of the sI and sII
electrons to form a two-electron 38 state. This second
I;5 eigenfunction has a far smaller contribution to the
energy of 3 than does the 6rst. For con6gurations where
explicit vector couplings are not shown, all the linearly
independent I-5 eigenfunctions were included in the
calculations~ Rnd Rn opt1mum vectol coupling %'Rs de-
termined riu the CI. This single optimally-coupled
eigenfunction is that associated vrith the results given
in Tables I and II.



TAsz.E II. Configuration-interaction wave function for the «I' ground state of the boron negative ion.

Cfg. No.

2
3

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

45

Configuration

1s22s'2p'
1s'2ssz2P2
is'2ssn2p'
1$22$dz2p
1$22$dzz2p2
1$2$I22p'
is'sn'2p'
is'(szszz)'S2p'
1$22P4
1$'(PI')'S2P'
»2(pzz')'S2P'
1$'(PIPn)'S2P'
1$2pz2p«

$2pn2p«
1$'(d ')'S2p2
1s2 (dn')'S2p2
1s'(dzdzz)'S2P2
is22s'2ppz
1s22s22ppn

22$2pI2
is22s2pn2
is22s2pz pzz
1$22$2dz2

1$22$2dzI2

1s22s2dzdn
is22s2pszpz
1s 2s2pszpzz
is22s2pszz pz
1$22s2psII pzz
1$22s2ppzdz
1s22s2ppzdn
1s22s2ppzzdz
1s22$2p pzzdzz
1$2$22p2$I
1s2s'2P'snz
1$2$22Pdz
1s2s22p2d III
is2s 2pszpz
1$2s 2PszPIII
1s2s 2pszzzpz
1$2S 2psIIIpIII
1$2$22ppzdz
1$2$2ppzdzzz
1s2$ 2ppzzzdz
1s2$ 2PPzzzdzzz

Energy contribution
z(~)—z(N —1)

(hartrees}

~ ~ ~

—0.00000006—0.00008151—0.02187009
-0.00299286—0.00237550—0.00017387—0.00127507—0.00922896—0.00086187—0.00070664-0.00095313—0.00182164-0.00719844—0,00263206—0.00007095-0.00002207—0.00000735—0.00000481—0.00157138—0.00227654—0.00300929—0.00153174—0.00009412—0.00045695—0.00509252—0.00158457—0.00204138—0.00304132-0.00106623—0.00051198—0.00433841-0.00029592
-0.00002265—0.00000336—0.00005133—0.00004206—0,00014295—0.00043360—0.00002156—0.00019042—0.00019249—0.00020115—0.00033383—0.00073023

CoefBcient in
45-cfg. eigenvector

- 0.95708467
0.01229132
0.02177714
0.14294895
0.04843178—0.02866914-0.01654516—0.02148612
0.11263329
0.02229578
0.03907560-0.03258123
0.03658689
0.00673450
0.00251699
0.04057667
0.09361624
0.02197220-0.01853393—0.03176566—0.08564278
0.05705958
0.03558762
0.01565641
0.01809221
0.05954524
0.04819689
0.04616757
0.06151398
0.02289596
0.01819460
0.06429322
0.01574037
0.00173352
0.00047372
0.00254869
0.00178664
0.00390986
0.00556515
0.00121088
0.00321531
0.00454304
0.00368132
0.00489028
0.00626338

Energy E(e) of
g-cfg. function

(hartrees)

—24.51919154—24.51919N1—24.51927311—24.54114321—24.54413607—24.54651157—24.54668544—24.54796051—24.55718947—24.55805134—24.55875798—24.55971111—24.56153274—24.56873118—24.57136325—24.57143420—24.57145627—24.57146362—24.57146843—24.57303981—24.57531635—24.57832563—24.57985737—24.57995149—24.58040844—24.58550096—24.58708553—24.58912691—24.59216823—24.59323446—24.59374644—24.59808485—24.59838077—24.59840342—24.59840678—24.59845811—24.59850018
—24.59864313—24.59907672—24.59909828—24.59928870—24.59948119—24.59968234—24.60001617—24.60074640

The foregoing discussion indicates that, for practical
purposes, the present calculations are complete with re-
spect to the multiplicity of I.-S eigenfunctions for each
orbital occupancy. The only other single or double

I--shell excitations which have been omitted from the
calculations are those of the type 2s' —+ s;d;. These con-
6gurations were of negligible importance in neutral 8
and presumably also in 3 . Triple and quadruple exci-

&~L& III. Optimization of orbital exponents in I.-shell CI calculations. Energies are in hartrees.

2I' boron atom
Single orbital exponent
First cycle of individual

optimizations
Second cycle

«I' boron negative ion
Single orbital exponent
First cycle of individual

optimizations
Second cycle

1.25
1.26

1.27
1.44

1.38

1.38
1.47

0.99
0.99

1.38

1.52
1.62

1.38

1.40
1.42

1.50
1.56

1.15
1.14

Orbital exponents
3d 4s

1.38

1.35
1.33

0.67
0.67

1.38

1.62
1.64

1.16
1.18

Energy

—24.596259

—24.596341—24.596351

—24.593934

—24.598323—24.598381

Energy
improve-

ment

0.000082
0.000010

0.004389
0.000058
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TABLE IV. Calculated energies or B and B and the electron
amenity of B. Energies are in hartrees.

Hartree-Focka
L-shell CZ, best single

orbital exponent
L-shell CZ, individually

optimized exponents
Above+(is) and (is,2p)

excitations
Above+(is, is) and (is.2s)

pair energies
Experiment (relativistic

contributions deducted) b

Electron
af6nity

—24.529059 —24.519192 -0.009867

—24.596259 —24.593934 -0.002325

-24.596351 -24.598381 +0.002030

—24.597907 —24.600746 +0.002839

—24.644123 —24.646306 +0.002183

—24.654

Reference 9. b Reference 25.

6gurations in use involve 1s excitations, it was also de-
sirable to add the single excitations of (is) type. For B,
the new con6gurations are numbered 28 through 39 in
Table I; for 8, they are numbered 34 through 45 in
Table II. The energies of the enlarged CI's were then
minimized as a function of the orbital exponents of the
added orbitals; the optimized 2s, 2P, and 3C orbital
exponents were, for neutral 8, 2.7, 4.3, and 4.2, and for
the 8 ion, 2.6, 4.3, and 3.9, respectively.

The fourth line in Table IV indicates how the energies
were affected by the (is,2p) correlation. As expected,
the contribution for 3 is signi6cantly larger than for
8, increasing the calculated electron affinity. However,
it may be noted that the two 2p electrons of B con-
tribute far less than twice the energy of the single 2p
electron of 8, probably because the more diffuse L shell

TABLE V. Calculated single and pair excitation energies.

No. of
cfgs used

Energy (hartrees)
B B

e(is)
e(is, is)
e(is,2s)

7
29
29

—0.000186—0.040033—0.006183

—0.000117—0.040156—0.005404

of 3 tends to reduce the electron interaction with
the E shell.

(is, ls) AND (1s,2s) PAIR CALCULATIONS
FOR B AND B

To verify that the omitted types of correlation were
similar for 3 and 3, and to indicate that these contri-
butions accounted for most of the remainder of the
correlation energy, calculations were carried out for the
correlations of the (1s,1s) and (1s,2s) pairs. Because
individual pair calculations involve a limited class of
single and double excitations, it is possible to use larger
basis sets in these calculations than in the more complete
CI's already discussed. Each pair calculation was there-
fore carried out using nine virtual orbitals sz, szz, szzz,

pi, pri, prix, Ci, Cii, and Ciir These orbitals were formed
by orthogonalizing 2s, 3s, 4s, 2p, 3p, 4p, 3C, 4C, and SC
orbitals to the previously selected atomic orbitals.
Since a large number of virtual orbitals was used in

these calculations, the basis orbitals from which they
were constructed were all given the same orbital ex-
ponent. An optimum value of this exponent was de-
termined for each pair calculation of 3 and of 3 .

The (is, is) pair calculations were made using the
Hartree-I'ock function and all single and double excita-
tions of the is' pair except for those of the type
1s' —+ s;d;, which, as in the L-shell calculation, were
negligible. The optimized orbital exponents were 6.9
for both 8 and 8 . The energy increments, which are
listed in Table V, are quite similar for 3 and 3 .

Similar calculations were then carried out for the
(is,2s) pair. The is2s~ s,C; excitations were omitted
and only single excitations of the types is —+ s; and
2s ~ s; were included. The optimized orbital exponents

TABLE VI. Correlation energy estimates for the ground
states of B and B . Energies in hartrees.

QP Bo
spB

B(is)
+B(1s,is)
—0.0415—0.0415

B(is,Zs)

—0.0062—0.0054

B(zs)
+B(2p)

+B(is,Zp)
+B(2s,2s)
+B(2s,2p)
+B(2p,2p)

—0.0738—0.0916

Multiple
excitations

—0.0035—0.0055

Total

—0.125—0.144

TABLE VII. Electron afBnity of boron.

Hartree-Pock calculation'
Estimates

Glocklerb
Johnson and Rohrlich'
Edlend
K.aufman'
Crossley'
Clementi and McLean~

This work
Calculated
Best estimate

hartrees

—0.0099

—0.0037
+0.030
+0.012
+0.014
+0.0059
+0.011

+0.0022
+0.009

eV

—0.27

—0.10
+0.82
+0.33
+0.39
+0.16
+0.30

+0.06
+0.25

a Reference 9.
b Reference 4.

e Reference 5.
d Reference 6.

a Reference 7.' Reference 8

were 4.8 for 3 and 4.6 for 8 . The results of these cal-
culations also appear in Table V.

There is some ambiguity as to the best way to inter-
pret the results of these pair calculations, because the
CI results of the previous section include some configu-
rations with (is) excitations. Adopting a relatively con-
servative view, a good measure of the heretofore omitted
correlation energy might be simply the sum of the in-
crements e(is, is) and e(is, 2s), it being assumed that
e(is) is already more or less included in the CI calcula-
tions. Energies computed on this basis are given in the
6fth row of Table IV. It may be seen that the energy
increments account for most of the previously omitted
correlation energy for neutral 8, and leave unaQected
the qualitative relationship of the 8 and 8—energies.
Since the computed electron aflinity is now a substantial
fraction of the remaining error in the 3 calculation,



CALCULATION OF ELECTRON AFFINITY OF 8

one may with some certainty conclude that the stability
of B—has been demonstrated.

ELECTRON AFFINITY OF BORON

Although the calculations described here provide a
convincing demonstration of the stability of 3, the
unadjusted numerical results do not indicate the most
probable value of the electron af6nity of boron. A better
estimate may be obtained by considering the probable
magnitudes of the errors in the 3 and 3 calculations.

A potentially important error in both calculations is
the neglect of relativistic effects. Clementi and McLean'
estimate the relativistic corrections to the energy to be
—0.00610hartrees for neutral 3, and —0.00605 hartrees
for 3 . These are so nearly equal that they will not be
considered further.

The most signi6cant remaining error in both calcula-
tions is the underestimation of the various correlation
effects. A systematic estimation of the various types of
correlation is presented in Table VI. The values given
there are based in part upon the present work. and in
part upon other studies. The values of e(1s)+e(1s,1s)
were arrived at by consideration of the results of Table
V of this work, some recent work"" "on Be, and a
comparison of the Bethe-Goldstone results of Nesbet'4
for Be (—0.0418 hartrees) and B (—0.0411 hartrees).
The value for e(1s,2s) was taken from Table V of this
work because it was thought that the lack of pair addi-
tivity and the incompleteness of the basis set would
largely cancel in their eRect. The estimate of the energy

"H. P. Kelly, Phys. Rev. 131, 684 (1963).
's F. W. Byron and C. J. Joachin, Phys. Rev. 157, 7 (1967)."C. F. Bunge, Phys. Rev. 168, 92 (1968).
"R.K. Nesbet (private communication).

contribution of multiple excitations in neutral 3 was
based on the authors's previous work. '4 The correspond-
ing estimate for 3 was obtained by adding to the 3
value a reasonable guess for the contribution of con-
figurations such as Iss2P'-+ texys and 2s'2P'~ texys.
The third column of Table VI contains the I.-shell pair
correlation energies. The calculated values of these
energies were —0.0688 hartrees for 3 and —0.0816
hartrees for B . The value given for 3 in Table VI
was obtained by forcing the total correlation energy to
conform to Clementi's" experimental value of —0.125
hartrees. This required an adjustment of the calculated
value by —0.005 hartrees. Taking into account the
greater di%culty in obtaining an exactly comparable
calculation for 3, the adjustment estimated for the
L-shell pair correlation energy in 3 was —0.010 har-
trees —twice that for neutral B.These estimates lead to
a correlation energy of —0.144 hartrees for 3—,and to
an electron affinity of +0.009 hartrees.

Table VII gives the results of previous estimates of
the electron aS.nity of boron, plus the calculated and
"best estimated" values from the present work. Since
the authors are wary of the estimates (including their
own), it is only claimed that the true value of the elec-
tron aSnity is positive, almost certainly lying between
the value given by Crossleys (0.0059 hartrees) and that
of Kaufmanr (0.014 hartrees).
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